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Pray, without ceasing, for the establishment of peace. Ask God that all humanity may be able to
once again feel Him within.

Children,

Pray so that hope may not disappear from the hearts of your brothers and sisters from Syria, as well
as those from Africa, because although the adversary does not desist from accomplishing his plans,
your prayers can awaken a union with the Most High One within your brothers and sisters, and their
essences ignite again. In this way, the very lights within them will illuminate the abysses where they
are found, to dissolve the reign of darkness.

Cry out for peace every day, not only for your lives, but above all, for those most in need of it, for
today, you are awaken about the war that is taking place in Syria, but there are other places on the
planet that need your prayers, such as for example, Nigeria and other parts of Africa. The wars are
not ending, neither on the physical plane, nor on the spiritual planes.

The openness of your brothers and sisters from Turkey to receive and assist the Syrian refugees
created a spiritual condition so that this war, which has been going on for years, could come into the
light, and many praying beings, in the four corners of the planet, activated the mirror of the heart to
bring peace into this situation. But there are other physical and spiritual conflicts that humanity still
ignores almost completely, and that are hidden because of the economic and political interests of
this world.

For this reason, I ask you to continue praying, that you pray a lot and that you not only repeat
words, but truly cry out to God for mercy, especially for the situations that are unknown to you.

In all peoples and nations, day after day, many souls are being lost and there is no other way of
helping this world, children, except with prayers and service.

Have faith in the power of the spirit, and even though you may not find the material results of your
prayers, just pray and be true. The Lord will avail Himself of this clamor for the rescue of many
souls, and in the most remote places of the planet, peace will again reign within your most lost
brothers and sisters.

I thank you for deepening your own faith.

Your father and friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


